








Salon Scene
ordertocompare results of the
two systems.

Thenewrulesareasfollows:

1. You may enter a specific
piece of work in salons as
before, as many times as you
wish as long as it is not more
than once to the same salon.

2. As from 1 July 1999 only
three salon acceptances
(inclusive of all acceptances
received prior to 1July 1999)
will be taken into account for
one piece of work for Impala
Trophy rankingpurposes. This
is in line with the present
DiamondRatingrequirements.

3. Photographers who are
interested inparticipating inthe
ImpalaTrophy ranking system

will be required, after every
South African salon (National
or International), tocompletea
simple form certifying their
results/acceptances for the
specific salon.

4. the completed formmust be
forwarded by mail, fax or e
mail to the PSSA Secretary,
whowill use the formtoupdate
the Impala Trophy ranking
system.

5. Certification forms will be
available from the Regalia
Division Chairman, the Salon
Co-ordinator, the PSSA
Secretary, on the Internet at
the PSSA website under
"Regalia" and a copy is
enclosed inthis issueof Image.
Please make copies for future
use.

6. Overseas salon results will,

as before, not count for Impala
Trophy ranking purposes.

7. It is also important to note
that pictures of substantially
similar scenes should be
regarded as the same image.

8. Please note that salon
acceptances accrued before 1
July 1999foraspecific pieceof
work, should be taken into
consideration when
calculating/certifying the
maximum total acceptance
requirement ofthreefor Impala
Trophy purposes.

Overseas Salons
I have Entry Forms for the
following overseas salons :
32nd E.A. International :
Monochrome and colour
prints and colour slides
(closing 17.5.99)

SA SALON SCENE
Revised 14.03.1999

DATES
SALON FINAL SECTIONS SALON DIRECTOR

CLOSING EXHIBITION POSTING
1999 -NATIONALS
E-rmelo 10/7/99 31/7/99 18/8/99 Colour Slides Sarel van der Linde

Nature Slides PO Box 1672
2350 Ermelo
Tel: 017-819-2892()

017-819-2401 (H)
Florida 10/7/99 31/7/99 18/8/99 Prints only Ben van den Berg
Hoeveld 3/9/99 12/10/99 Slides only Willie Labuschagne
Edenvale 3/9/99 1/10/99 4/10/99 Prints only Sadie Glibbery
Kalanan o/TU/9 (1TZ/9 [hides only I heo Kleinhans AHSS

1999 - INTERNATIONALS
SA International I 20/10/99 I 29/11/99 1Prints & Slides IDr David Benn APSSA

NOTE TO SALON DIRECTORS:
PSSA standards on salons require that:
1. Applications by clubs to PSSA to present a PSSApatronage salon should be in writing on the prescribed
PSSA form.

2. Application forms should be submitted 6 months before the intended closing date to ensure efficient and
orderly scheduling of all salons.

3. Contact the PSSA Salon Co-Ordinator (Johan Botha (011475-3138(h) or (011)889-7611 (w)) for
application forms, etc.
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Salon Scene
* Bristol International
General and Nature slides
(Closing 19.4.99)
* 10th Macau International
: Monochrome and colour
prints and colour slides
(closing 13.6.99)
1999 PSA International :
Nature and PJ prints,
Colour, nature, PJ and PT
slides (closing 24.7.99)

Mississipi Valley
International: Monochrome
and colour prints, colour,
nature and photo travel
slides (closing 16.10.99)

Please forwarda stamped, self
addressed AS or bigger
envelope to Johan Botha for
Entry forms.

Johan Botha
Salon Co-Ordinator

PRINT DIVISION
Questionnaire &

Seminar
The world of photography is
continuously changing, which
is indicative of the dynamics of
the medium. Consequently,
established rules and
guidelines used to run club
competitions and salons
should be constantly adapted
to reflect these changes.

The advent of the digital age
is perhaps the most drastic
change that photography has
experienced this century. The
creation of digital or digitally
manipulated images has made
it necessary to relook at the
rules applicable to clubs and
salons affiliated to PSSA. Most
of us have seen
correspondenceinlmageand
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have participated in
conversations on this and
related matters and we are
aware of the various opinions
anddeepconcernamongst our
members. I believe that there
is even confusion amongst
many members on the
questions ofwhat are "machine
prints", "hand prints",
"commercial prints" or where
do "digital prints" fit in. The
Board of Directors need
guidance as to how to define
these terms and how to adapt
our rules to make provision for
digitalwork. You, the members
of PSSA, are to provide the
answers.

PSSA has arranged a one
day seminar on 8 May 1999
with the specific aim of
discussing these matters and
drafting a set ofdefinitions and
ruleswhichwill be submitted to
the board. Such a discussion

should be well structured and
the opinion of interested PSSA
members must be known. A
few members who hold
representative opinions will
make opening statements. An
openand structured discussion
will follow. In order to guide the
participants, the opinion of all
members is required. Toobtain
this a questionnaire was
compiled by myself having
received suggestions from
fellow Directors. If you are
interested in making a
contribution by providing your
opinion by way of filling out the
questionnaire, please contact
me: Cor Rademeyer APSSA,
Tel: Home - (012)567-4820. If
you would like to attend the
seminar, pleasefill outtheform
below andmail it to the address
provided. There will be an
attendancefeeofR20toenable
us to provide you with tea/
coffee and a lunch.
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PSSA Seminar - Rules of the Print Section
Date: 8 May 1999 Time: 8:30am Tea/Coffee
Seminar will start at 9:00am SHARP
Venue: S1.4, Ingenieurstoringblok, University of Pretoria
Please complete the registration form below and mail to:
Cor Rademeyer APSSA
Marijastraat 141
Wonderboom
Pretoria
0182

Registration Fonn
PSSA Seminar : Rules of the Print Division

I will attend the PSSA Seminar:
Name: Honours:
Club: Tel:W:
H: Cell:
e-mail:
Registration fee : R20 enclosed r

























PSSA TRAVEL CLUB VISITS CLARENS
The second PSSATravel Club
weekend took place from 12
14 February 1999, in the
fascinating Eastern Free State
town of Clarens. 20 PSSA
members joined George Allen
APSSA, a part-time resident of
the town and this is their report.

David Eades writes
"Proceedings started at
GeorgeAllen shouseonFriday
eveningwith snacks, coffeeand
a very welcome glass of port.
We were able to meet all the
other members who had
travelled to Clarens for this
photographicweekend." Loma
Linford said "A wonderful
weekend was spent in the
company of fellow
photographers during the
PSSA Travel Club weekend
held in Clarens. Many thanks
to Pam Smith andGeorgeAllen
for all the effort they put in",
while Lilah Prozesky
commented "Being full PSSA
members, Nick and Dot
Beaumont and Max andmyself
from the Maritzburg C.C. were
able to join the latest outing
heldat the charming littlevillage
of Clarens in the Free State.
Amy Ansell's opening
paragraph reads "I feel that
this idea of Pam's is brilliant. It
increases camaraderie
amongst photographers and
stresses the social, friendship
building aspect ofphotography.
Top Photographersminglewith
and help one star workers. I
feel, however, that regional
directors should attend in their
areas so that ordinary members
of PSSA can get to know their
representatives".

Lilah told us that on the
previous Thursday she
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overheard someone mention
that the sunflowers in the Free
State were wonderful at the
moment. Having tried
unsuccessfully to photograph
them from a normal level she
asked Nick if he would mind
taking a ladder along. Being a
photographer, he immediately
agreed and they set off for
Clarens. Two and a half hours
later they came across a host
of golden sunflowers. Two
minutes later they were
climbing through fences armed
with cameras, lenses (all of
them), tripods, plus of course,
the ladder. Anotherminute and
Nick and Max were climbing
up a pylon in the middle of it all.
Lilah wishes she had taken a
pie. of them, but was lost in the
wonderland of the sunflowers.
The ladder worked!

We started at 7:00am on
Saturday by going to the near
by Sunnyside Guest Farm
where we had the opportunity
of photographing African
children outside their huts;
Pam (our thoughtful Secretary)
loaded down with sweets with
which to pay them; orotherwise
to roam about on the farm with
its beautiful viewsof sandstone
rock formations and the river.
Oronecould snap the farmyard
animals, like baby ducks and
horses just begging to be
photographed. Laterwe moved
down to the river for some
scenic shots amongst thetrees,
lichen and more horses.

11 :00am saw us back at The
Post House in Clarens for
brunch. This restaurant was
once the old post office and
now serves a magnificent
breakfast.

The afternoon walk to see
some bushmen paintings was
well worthwhile (and helped to
work off the enormous brunch
at The Post House). Not all of
us made it to the top, but those
who did found a flash was a
good accessory here.

Later, we were treated to
watching some horse riding. A
tele-lens, slow shutter speed
and panning were used to
capture the riders at speed and
over jumps. Two lovely young
girls on their horses provided
uswith some actions shots and
responded very graciously to
the bunch of photographers
who wanted them to "go that
way, no, come this way, smile,
no, don't smile" and so on.

As the sun set behind the
mountains we were joined by
the PSSA Directors for a braai
and social evening lasting well
into the night. It was good to
meet old friends andmake new
ones, all with the same interest
in photography.

At 8:00am the next morning,
George, bright and cheery as
usual, took us to the local
Voortrekker church (a national
monument). Being a top notch
professional specialising in
industrial and architectural
photography, hegave us some
valuable tips about wide angle
lenses.Here we also used
polarising filters to capture the
sandstone in themorning light.
George had a wonderful
hands-on way of teaching
which greatly impressed Amy.
She reports he took
photographers out into thefield
and arranged models. We
photographed architecture,
figure studies and portraits,
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Calitzdorp - History in the Making
by Ute Alexander

An annual conference is
planned and a 3-monthly
newsletterwillbepublishedto
take care of communication

"Calitzdorp onFoot'was led
by Bridgette Pacy-Tootell.
Some fascinating sights were
the appliqued Wall Hangings
at the NG Church Hall, some
historic buildings and a
'dominee's' wife in period
dress on a donkey cart.

Intheevening BarrieWilkins
entertained uswithapot-pourri
ofAudio-Visuals. Thediversity
was fascinating. His tribute to
Diana, Princess of Wales,
showed not a single
photographofher-forobvious
reasons. Andevenwithout the
preamble his intentions were
clear. The length to which
Barrie goes tocompile anA-V
is admirable. Not onlydoes he
get someone to rewrite the
lyrics of a song to suit the
subjectmatter, but these lyrics
then have to be re-recorded
by a willing vocalist. Barrie
'dabbles' in a variety of
subjects includir.gwildlife and
animation.

TheSundaymorningaudio-

Antenie Carstens presented
"A Cape Exhibition" . It was an
audio-visual collectionof slides
of all the clubs represented.
This had takenhours andsome
sleepless nightstocompile. The
audience was stunned by its
quality. It is perhaps a pity that
suchapresentation is unique in
that it canonly beviewedonce.

Garth Robertson allowed us
some insight into how to use
light in landscapes. Hepointed
out that tocreate animpressive
landscape it needsdistanceand
depth. This is achieved with
tones andcolours. Hegave the
example of the six layers of
mountains so often seen in the
KleinKaroo. Thestrongcolours
are in the foreground with the
cooler colours fading into the
background.

TheGeneralMeetingwas led
by Jill Sneesby who was also
elected Chairperson. The rest
of the committee are :
Howard Wolff - Vice

Chairman
Roel van Oudheusden 

Treasurer
Jenny Reuter - Secretary
Ute Alexander - Editor of

Newsletter

The congress introduction
was covered by PSSA
President, Barrie Wilkins. He
called photography a science
(know your equipment) and
anart (expressing yourself as
a creative person). He claims
that, amongst other
descriptions, photographycan
be an illusion or sheer
charlatanism, as in his audio
visual production of The Pink
Panther.

Nicole Palmer, well-known
photographer, graphic artist
and potter, gave us an insight
into creativity with her
presentation called The
Creative Fire. Her opening
question, "What is creativity?"
was answered by herself, as
most of us perhaps do not
actually analyseourown. She
claims it is "the art of seeing
ordinary things in an extra
ordinaryway". To be creative
weneed to get into a childlike
state. Children are usually
much more creative than
adults, as they have not yet
been pre-conditioned by
society. It is in this childlike
statethat wedream andget in

The reception was at the
local High School, our venue
for the next few days. To
refresh ourselves we were
immediately introduced to the
local wines - bought only by
the bottle! Thewinewas then
speed-chilled in a stand-by
deepfreezer.

A Report back on the combined East& West Cape Regional Congress
Club representatives are:

We arrived there on a rather touch with our emotions and Jeanette du Toit - Bellville
hot Klein Karoo afternoon. passions. But, children are Henk Mulder - Cape Town

vulnerable, and so is our DaveWent - East London
creativity. Therefore it needs to JohanKloppers -Fish Hoek
be nurtured. NicolequotedJulia Cliff Spero - George
Cameron from her book The JJ vanHeerden-Helderberg
Artist's Way. Creativity helpsus Pierre van den Berg 
to find our spirituality; and in Riversdal
photographyothersareallowed MikeMcWatts-Shutterbugs
a view into our souls. IzakvanNiekerk-Swartland
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CapePhotographersConference

visual was aptly called 'Odyssey in Stained
Glass". Again by Barrie. Visual Design was
covered by a team from the Swartland, Marike
Bruwer and Izak van Niekerk. They showed us
that therearesomebasicconcepts tobeadhered
to. Thesewill also become important in judging
the new category ofVisual Arts. As pointed out
by Nicole Palmer, only persons with an Art/
Visual Designbackgroundareperhaps qualified
to serve here.

The intended clarification on Honours and
Awards caused confusion among most
photographers. Muchtimewas spent discussing
and questioning fairness in the judging system,
thejudges themselves and thecriteria used, e.g.
subject matter amongst others. It seems that
most rules orguidelines are instituted to prevent
manipulators of the system and thereby
penalising legitimate photographers. Perhaps
those who do not act within the spirit of
photography,whethercreativeorotherwise, need
to be expelled.

The Klein Karoowith its 364 days of sunshine
played havocwithouroutings. Thefirst twodays

were totally overcast and some of us only took
photographs on the last day. But, Guy Palmer,
put mymindat rest. He said, "Thebest pictures
he has ever taken are mental ones. They are
neverover or under exposed. He always uses

I
the correct lens; and they are the cheapest!"

The group of 60+ photographers from 10
clubswasgratefultotheorganisers, Jill Sneesby,
BarrieWilkins, BridgettePacy-Tootell andOzzie
Radford. Itwasanaction-packedandstimulating
program.

To sum up the focusof this group; it intends
to:

promote photography
be a voice from theWest and East Cape
fine-tune a common club grading system
publish a 3-monthly newsletter
host an annual conference
co-ordinate individual and club efforts
"promote interactionbetween clubs, e.g. the
attendance of visiting photographers to club
meetings
* provide a link between clubs and PSSA
promote non-competitive photography
share knowledge

WESTCOASTCONGRESS - 11 - 17 OCTOBER 1999

Daniel Poleschook, Jr. has
been active in nature
photographysince 1971, when
he began competing with his
nature images at prestigious
camera clubs in Denver,
Colorado. Hehas won awards
from and has judged many
exhibitionsofthePhotographic
Society of North America. He
became a professional nature
photographer in 1990, after a
career in geology, when he
formed a nature photography
workshopcompanyconducting
about 15 workshops per year
in the western United States,
Florida, Canada and Africa. In
1993, he wrote a column and
was a field editor tor Nature
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Photographermagazine.

In 1994, he was a leader of
Nature Photographer
magazine's workshop in Costa
Rica. Daniel has producedand
currently markets tripod heads,
vehicle stable window frame
mounts and teleflash systems
for telephoto photography. He
has written 24 how-to articles
and test reports as part of his
compendium series entitled
"Techniques for Nature
Photographers". He is also
authorofmany instructional and
digital sound-sync multimedia
nature-theme slide shows. He
has presented nature
photography seminars in many

USA towns aswell as Cape
Town and twice at the New
England Council of Camera
Clubs Annual Convention.
His has his own workshop
and equipment company.

Heandhis partner, Ginger
Gumm, will be lecturingat the
Visions of the West Coast
Congress on : Polar Bears,
Monarch of the Arctic,
Nature's splendour at loon
lake, Images of Winter and
Bird Photography in Florida.
As an accomplished
international photographer, I
canassureyou itwill beworth
your while attending
Congress.
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AmyAnsell

Frith van der Merwe, to name just a few
celebrities. Today our Amy, looking her very
best and with the full support of hubbie, Reg,
mingle with, amongst others, well-known
celebrities Charlize Theron (Holywood Star),
Kobus Wiese (Rugby) and Dali Thambo (TV
Presenter).

At theappointed time, Amy goes in hands and
all andplaces her imprint for posterity and signs
her name for all to acknowledge.

Aquick helicopterflight over the City followed
by a Mayoral lunch with entertainment ended a
marvellous day in the life of our Amy Ansell

MPSSA - PSSA is proud of you, Amy.

Derek Peannan Hon FPSSA FPSSA (Vice
President & P.R.O.)
Amy Ansell's medallion is stolen

By Sunday morning, less that 24 hours after the
Lane of Fame ceremony, vandals had stolen a
medal from photographerAmy Ansell's square
of cement. The pewter medallion, presented to
her by the Photographic Society of Southern
Africa, was dug out with a sharp instrument.

(Extract from local Benoni newspaper -
Editor)

EJJA INTERCLUB
COMPETITION

Edenvale Photographic Club
hosted the first EJJA Interclub
Competition on Saturday, 13
March. The participating clubs,
Edenvale, Jabula, JPS and
AFO decided to challenge one
another.
The objectives of the

competiton were:
- to promote interest in
photography by observing
trends in other clubs

- to stimulate and encourage
beg inners

- to enjoy social interaction
amongst the different clubs

- should be fun for all
participants
There were four categories,

namely Nature, Pictorial,
Experimental and Photo
Journalism. Atotal of240slides
were judged. An additional 3
points were awarded to the
club to which each section
winner belonged and an extra
2 points were awarded to the
clubfor thehighest 1-3slide.

It was a pleasure for
Edenvale to entertain the 90
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visitors, not just with the slides
that were projected but also
with the scrumptious eats and
drinks. The camaraderie
between the four clubs was
outstanding. A wonderful
evening was had by all.
This competition will be an

annual event. Jabula will host
the next on the first Saturday in
February 2000. We sincerley
hope that this will become one
of the most important dates on
the calendars of the respective
clubs.

My sincere congratulations
to thewinners and thanks to all
the authors who participated.
The results were as follows:
PSSA Bronze Medal - highest
scoring panel - Jack Weinberg
(Edenvale)
Each club donated a bronze
medal bearing theirdubbadge.
The recipients of these medals
were:
Pictorial: Lou Coetzer(AFO)
Nature: Hennie Niemand(AFO)
Experimental: Rob Ponte (EPC)
Photo Joumalism: Johan Botha
(AFO)

Sadie Glibbery LPSSA (Chairman
EPC)

1STPSSA
NATIONAL
SCHOOLS

EXHIBITION OF
PHOTOGRAPHY

Not knowing what sort of
response to expect, Detlef
Basel APSSA embarked on
this project early in 1999 . Well,
it was overwhelming with far
more entries received thanwas
expected.

623 entries from more than
219 photographers in 64
schoolswere thefinal statistics.

A willing band of helpers,
comprising Barry Wilton,
Norma Pearman, Maureen
Arnold and Reg Ansell, aswell
as judges Sue Jewell, Derek
Pearman, Brian Arnold, Detlef
Basel, Reg & Amy Ansell,
handled the judging evening
on 26 March while Sadie
Glibbery and Pam Smith were
assisted by Mariekie & Attie
van Staden with the new
computer program.

The sponsors of the
competitionwereSASOL, who
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Honours Results

Gerrit Pitout and Gerrie Rall

Three Categories:
Max Arenson and Sue Jewell

Expert (EPSSA)
Colour Slides
Reg Ansell

Master (MPSSA)
Amy Ansell

Honorary Fellowship:
Derek Pearman

HONOURS & AWARDS
WORKSHOPS

Two Honours & Awards
workshops have been
scheduled. Full details will be
published in the next issue of
Image, but please make a note
of these dates:
JOHANNESBURG- Saturday
12 June 1999
DURBAN - Sunday 1 August

Licentiateship,
Associateship, Fellowship
and Masters in VISUAL ART
Submissions in this category
are to be in the form of a body
of work based on a theme or a
personal photographic style.
Application may be made in
prints or in slides but not in
both. No person may apply for
a FPSSA prior to obtaining an
APSSA in this category.

A short written or spoken
introduction of not more than
150words is requiredwhereby
the applicant must state his or
her intent. This introduction
should be such that the
submission may be judged in
context.

Submissions must succeed
in fulfilling their stated aim well
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and with clarity. Thework must
becohesive in structure. It must
be of good and balanced
technical quality.

The panel must
communicate a personal
statement about the subject,
conveying a mood, emotion or
other meaning which goes
beyond that of an objective
record.

Applications in this field will
be judged once a year only, at
the annual Congress. If the
applicant is present he/shemay
introduce the panel, otherwise
the introductory notes will be
read by a member of the
Honours and Awards Division.
The judging will be live by a
panel of invited judges and will
be done by consensus.

The judges will be asked to
assess the panel in terms of
the following criteria.

-Towhat extent does the panel
communicate its personal style
to theviewerat both informative
and emotional levels?

- Is the work consistent
throughout the panel?

- To what extent does
consideration of the work
demand a degree of
involvement from the viewer in
extracting the messages
contained?

-Do the images augment each
other in expressing the
photographer's message and
feelings?

-Towhat extent are the images
pictorially interesting
individually, whilst also
contributing to a balanced
panel?

- To what extent has the
photographer exploited the

photographic possibilities of
the subject by showing good
understanding of lighting and
viewpoint. How successfully
have camera, film, filters and
special techniques been used?
- How far does the panel show
a sensitive understanding of
composition, design and
perspective?

Application may be made in
any of the mediums offered
and the numbers required in
each panel are the same as for
all other honours applications.
In the case of a Masters,
application must be made for
alternative criteria to salon
acceptances.

What is FIAP all
about?

A shortarticle from
Roman T VogtAF/AP
It stands for FEDERATION OF
INTERNATIONAL ART OF
PHOTOGRAPHY.

You may say, "what, another
photographic society or
association?" The answer is
NO. FIAP is the world
organisation of photography
and linked to theUnited Nations
Organisation (UNICEF), i.e. the
world education institution.
PSSA was once a member (a
long time ago) but due to our
previous political situation we
were asked to resign.

A small group in Pretoria
(Photographic Africana) and a
few other SA members joined
FIAP as individual members.
Tentative requests were made
in the early eighties to rejoin
FIAP by PSSA, but this was

ToPage32
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN AFRICA
REGALIA DIVISION
Tel: (011)421-0992

ORDER FORM

PO BOX 17073
BENONIWEST
1503 I

UNIT QUANTITY TOTAL

PRICE REQUIRED PRICE

PSSABADGE R17.00

PSSA BLAZER POCKET BADGE R28.00

PSSA APSSAFPSSA BLAZER BADGE R30.00

INFINITY BADGE R16.50

• BLUE INFINITY TIE R33.50

SLIDE POSTAL BOX (Holds 4) R11.00

SLIDE POSTAL BOX (Holds 6) R12.00

SLIDE POSTAL BOX (Holds 12) R13.00

ERIE SLIDE MASK SELECTOR R25.00

ERIE SLIDE MASKS {20 HALVES PER PACKET) R13.00

CHARFIN SLIDE MASKS (20 HALVES P/PACKETI R8.00

GEPE ANTINEWTON SLIDE MOUNTS (20) R47.00

"HOW TO TAKE EXCELLENT PHOTOS" <Text book) R100.00

"HOE OM PUIK FOTOS TE NEEM" (Handboek) R100.00

BOOKLET -'PHOTO-JOURNALISM' R4.00

BOOKLET -'FOKUS OP TROUFOTO'S' R4.00

BOOKLET - 'PORTRAITURE FOR BEGINNERS' R4.00

BOOKLET -'BUILD A FLASHMETER' R4.00

FOCUS ON WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY R4.00

ALUMINIUM SLIDE MOUNTING TAPE 1/2''

PRICE ON APPLICATION

TOTAL VALUE OF CHEQUE

• = CLUB ORDERS ONLY

FULL NAME:

ADDRESS:
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FIAP
turned down on political
grounds again.

Thanks to Photographic
Africana's efforts PSSA was
finally re-accepted shortly after
the new SAGovernment came
into power.

So much for a little history 
now to add some more. FIAP
was founded by DrvandeWijer
(Belgium) who since 1946 has
established links between
different National Photographic
Associations throughout the
world. The first Congress and
the official act of the foundation
of FIAP took place in Bern,
Switzerland in 1950 with the
participation of delegates from
ten countries. Today 85 plus
countries aremembers of FIAP .
It is an International Federation
which affiliates as ordinary
members and the National
Associations of photography.
It represents the benefits of
one million-plus individual
photographers, which includes
approximately 15 from SA.

We always looked up to the
various International
Asosciations such as the Royal,
PSA and many other Far East
Associations, which are all
members of FIAP.

Hoping some background is
presentedwith theabove, more
will be presented in future
issues of Image as there are
many rules and topics
published relating to FIAP.
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eyeAFRICA
Exhibition

It was by a stroke of good
fortune that I was in CapeTown
during January this year and
was able to see the "eyeAfrica"
exhibition and several other
shows at leisure.

"eyeAfrica" must be one of the
most comprehensive
exhibitions of its kind ever to be
mounted on this continent.
Comparable to the famous
Family of Man exhibition in the
late fifties in its breadth of
subject matter and
photographic styles, "eye
Africa" represents a uniquely
African vision and comes close
to being the defining
photographic document of our
time and continent.

One can only hope that this
exhibition will come to
Johannesburg and that anyone
interested in photography can
seeitforhim/herself. The scope
of the exhibition is so large and
inclusive that it boggles the
mind ranging as it does from
quaintly primitive portraits by
19th century street
photographers from the Ivory
Coast to hand-coloured arid
landscapes by theyoung South
AfricanCathy Pinnock (a former
NSA student).

There is, however, a
conspicuous omission of the
work of amateur camera club
photographers in this
exhibition. I did not see one
wildlifeshotonthewholeshow.
Neitherdid I see any classically
composed landscapes.

The curators spent seven
years collecting and select ing
photographs and their criteria

for selection varied from
historical or cultural interest to
aesthetic value. The total
exclusion of amateur
photography could beput down
to an oversight or academic
hubris. Had the curators invited
camera clubs to submit entries
I am sure they would have
added value to the exhibition.
Could this be attributed to a
failure by PSSA to promote
South African amateur
photography?

The well-known South
African candid photojournalists
and authors of photographic
books Obie Oberholzer and
David Goldblatt are well
represented on this show.

Oberholzer's portrait of an
AWB father and son, replete
with flags, weapons, attitude
and dirty hands speaks
volumes about the life style of
this shrinkingAfrikanerminority
group.

Goldblatt's penetrating study
of a lower middle class white
South African family in their
kitchen demands close study
to reveal the tensions and
troubled relationships between
the son, his mother and father.
There are so many excellent
works on this exhibition it would
be impossible to comment on
all of them in this limited space.

Cape Town at this time has
been the scene of increased
awareness of photography as
an art form. Several of the local
photographers representedon
the"eye Africa" exhibition
mounted individual one-person
shows at commercial art
galleries in the city. In fact 17
different venueswere involved
either direct ly or indirect ly in
the "eye Africa" photofest. I
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spent threedays seekingthem
out in the Cape Town
commercial art galleries.

Therewerealsonightly slide
shows with discussions
presented by iAfrica photo
agency at the BioCafe and a
selectionofthebestworkswere
to be presented at the V&A
Waterfront Amphitheatre on
Saturday 6 February.
Unfortunately I could not be
there to see it.

The University of Cape
Town's South African centre
forPhotographyalso launched
anexhibitionwhile I was there,
called "Expose yourself'. All
photographers were invited to
bring along a mounted print
and participate in the ad hoe
exhibition in the Hidding Hall
campus. I hadamounted print
with me, which I was asked to
donate to their collection.

As could be expected this
exhibitionwas a mish-mash of
conflicting approaches and
styles. The work ranged from
crude machine processed
colour snapshots to a
sophisticated architectural
study taken with a camera
mounted on a kite, to sexy
nudes to a still life with red
chillies to a sepia doll in a
magnifying glass. The
photographers ranged in age
from late teens towhite-haired
great-grandfathers. A band
provided music that delighted
theyoungsters but drovemost
of the older generation out.
There were students, photo
artists, professionals, amateur
club members and rank
beginners all on the same
show, cheek by jowl.
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I met acouple ofmembers of
a Cape Town camera club at
this party, who were also
donating prints and I teamed
without surprise, they knew
nothing of the eye Africa
exhibition.

Dan Swart

News from the
Internet

Todate thereare60 individual
entries, 8 club entries, seven
with URL's and 4 members
Web pages included in the
"PSSA Electronic Pages"
directory. It is interesting tonote
that only one club without an
URLhas listed in this directory.

Aweb presence is essential
thesedays andevenwithout a
Web-page, clubs should be
encouraged to find one
memberof theirclubwith ane
mail address, and get listed.

So come on all you camera
clubs out there.... Get yourclub
exposed to theworld!

The internet is buzzing with
great photographic sites,
covering many varied aspects
of our hobby. Sites by South
African photographers are
alwaysgreattosee, they inspire
us all to build our own. These
are the ones I'm aware of:

Craig-Cooper & Fick, Some
great nature photography by
Peter and Henry at:
http://users.iafrica.co/c/cc/ccf

Impressions, agalleryhosted
by Franco ForleoAPSSA:
http://home.global.eo.za/
-pizzaman/

PeterGinn Birding Safaris, a
commerical venture run by
Peter Ginn APSSA in

Zimbabwe:
www.zimbabwe-safari.com

Birdwatching and Photo
graphic Tours in Souther
Africa,hostedbyPeterLawson
APSSA:
http://www.lawsons.co.za
Images of the Natural Land
scape of Southern Africa by
Dries van Zyl APSSA:
http://www. icon. co. za/
~dvanzyl/foto.htm

In future editions of "News
from the Internet" I will be
sharing some more great
photographic sites with you.
Believeme; havingthe internet
is like owning your own
bookshop, library, and photo
gallery, and it's all free and
waiting for you to click your
mouse and get the goodies.

Tom LallyAPSSA

JUDGING - Part 3
The Spoken Word

Probably the most difficult
aspect of judging well is the
commenting - not only what
you are going to say but also
how to say it. Your aim as a
judge is to share your
knowledge and hopefully, to
teachboth theauthorandother
club members a little more
about photography.

Comments such · as "the
score speaks for itself' do not
help anyone - consider that
whenyouarecommenting, it is
not just the author you are
teaching but everyone who is
at the meeting. This means
that even if the image that you
are judging belongs to an
honoursworker, whoyoumight
think knows everything, your

I
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Judging
job is to explain your score for
the benefit of everyone.

Many members come to the
Club just to see pictures and to
hear the comments, they may
never exhibit a picture of their
own, yet this does not mean
that they are not interested in
what you, thejudge has to say.

You need to have confidence
in your socre which in tum will
give you confidence in
vocalising the reasons for your
score. This is an extremely
important and relevant point 
you must never comment
above your score and likewise
below your score - you scored
it as your saw it. You do not
have to apologise for scoring
differently from the other
judges, either up or down, but
you do need to be able tojustify
your score. By justifying your
scoring we do not mean that
you must be defensive about it
however if you felt that a certain
image only deserved 2 points
while tne other judges gave it
say 3 or 4 points, the other
judges and the members need
to understandwhy. Maybe you
were the only "right" one.

Sometimes it does happen
that you score low because of
a possible lack of
understanding of the subject 
in this case it would be better to
ask a fellow judge to comment.
likewise if you scored high
because of a lackof knowledge
or understanding. Remember
the acquisition of knowledge is
an ongoing process and at no
stagecan any of us say that we
know everything.

The next step is to train
yourself to think quickly, to
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make sense of what you want
to say and then say it in a
manner that is interesting and
relevant.

If you base your comments
on a given structure it allows
you more freedom to express
your opinion as you will not be
worrying about when to say
what. We have found that the
following structure works well:

Something Good
Something Bad

Something to improve
1. Something good - most
people come to the club to be
entertained, they do not come
to be criticised. They do want
assistance but at the same time
they do not want to be
embarrassed or made to feel
stupid. As a judge you have to
tread the careful line between
offending and assisting.

Start therefore by
commenting on the good
aspect or aspects of the
photograph - there must be
something good in the
photograph otherwise the
authorwould not have brought
it to the club.

For instance - a portrait of a
baby - this is probaly the most
difficult subject to judge - the
baby is more than likely the
photographer's pride and joy
and he will certainly take
offence at almost anything you
say-dobe careful nottocriticise
the child. Just presuming that it
really isa very poorphotograph
from all aspects, try to find
something that you can latch
on to - maybe beautiful big
eyes - SO your good comment
would perhaps be "the child's
beautiful eyes are the striking
part of this photograph".

This immediately gives you

something to work on for the
bad and the improvement and
wewill return to these thoughts
a little later.

I •
The level of "good" will

obviously bedependent on the
star rating in which the picture
was entered. In the lower star
ratings concentrate on the
technical aspects and praise
them when used effectively.
As one moves up the star
ratings technique should
automatically be improving, so
much so that by the time you
reach the 5 star and honours
work it should no longer be
necessary to comment on
technique. If however an
unusual technique is used it
could and should be
commented on. If in the upper
star ratings the technique is
not good you can, by all menas,
make comment.

Pictures that achieve a 4 or a
5 have more than just correct
technique, in all star ratings
you can comment on that extra
something that gave thepicture
the higher score.

2. Something bad - not all
pictures have something bad
in them - however if you only
scored a 3 then you did find
something wrong, that
something might only have
beenan absence ofexcitement
or mood but it is still the "bad"
point and needs commenting
on. It is no good being positive
about a picture that you only
gave 3 points, you do need to
explain why. If you say that
there is nothing bad then you
should have given it 5 points.

To go back to the dreadful
baby picture-there are so many
things that are bad you do not
know where to start - pick out
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only oneormaybetwo points
if you list everything that is
wrong youwill definitely scare
off the author and besides
whichnobodycanbeexpected
to take in all the points in one
sitting. Rememberalso-donot
criticise the child.

3. Something to improve the
picture-you started by building
theauthorup, thenyouknocked
him down, now .you need to
leave him with the feeling that
he can do something about it 
and that something is not for
him to leave the club. He must
go homewanting to try again.
So you look for something to
encouragehim-rememberthe
eyes - suggest that as they are
so striking, maybe they should
be the central (not centre)
themeof the picture - now you
can make suggestions as to
how todo that - highlight in the
eyes, direction of gaze,
expression, screwed up eyes
etc.

Each of the three sections
underwhich you comment are
part of the teachingprocess so
try to make good use of each
element. Be concise, don't
waffle but don't be too brief 
contradictionsmaybe, butwith
.practise youwill soon learn an
effective balance.

Rules are there to assist not to
restrict

There are many cliched
comments "no highlight in the
eye", "centreof interest should
be on thirds", "pity there is no
centre of interest" etc. If you
are going to use these cliches
you need to fully understand
why thereshouldbeahighlight
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in the eye andwhy sometimes
you can do without - you are
notteachinganybodyanything
by just repeating cliches. All
that is happening is that these
"cliches" are being passed
down from generation to
generation as hard and fast
rules allowing no room for
individuality.

If you worry about how you
speak and how you sound to
others this anxiety is going to
prevent you from expressing
yourself as fully as you would
like. Youneedtoaimtoexpress
yourself with clarity and ease
and the confidence to do so
comes from a knowledge of
your subject and a knowledge
of how to express yourself.

Good speech will vary with
each individual according to
his personality-yourvoice is a
very particular expression of
your personality. Part of being
able to express yourself well
has to dowith confidence and
ability in using words, so we
should be continually
questioning thewords weuse,
and our accuracy in their use,
which all comes from a
knowledgeandunderstanding
of our subject.

Whatever your reason for
feeling ill at ease or inhibited
the result is the same - you
become defensive and as a
result your stomach muscles
tighten, as do the muscles in
the upper part of your back,
neck and jaw, why? Because
this is the position of defence,
the pre-human reaction to a
situation of danger in which
you were ready to fight. The
physical mechanism of the
voice is directly tied upwith the
muscles controllingthoseparts,
consequently, when you are

nervous you often feel your
voicesuddenly losesubstance
and get thin and high, or you
feel less control over theactual
speechandyou slitherand fall
over words. When you feel
thesethings happeningtoyour
voice, youfeel less incommand
and so less confident, and the
lessconfidentyoufeel themore
tense you become - a vicious
circle.

Nowyou cannot necessarily
stop being nervous but
combine a knowledge of your
subject together with a
knowledge of how your voice
works and you can stop the
nervesaffectingyourvoiceand
start to gain confidence. The
more confident you feel about
how and what you are saying
the more confident and
knowledgeableyouwill sound.

Good breathing is the key to
agood voice, nothingwill work
quiteright unless thebreathing
is working right for you. If
tensionhascausedyou toseize
upyou need to breathedeeply
beforespeaking, itwill giveyou
a chance to become calmer
and taketimetoformulate your
comments. When you are in a
relaxed state of mind, your
breathing is easy and you are
not aware of it, but as soon as
you become nervous the
pattern alters and becomes
quick and shallow and does
not allow you to speak easily
and freely.

Commentingwill bedifferent
indifferent roomsorareas, you
will need to learn for yourself
just how your voice projects
and how to modulate it. Try
projecting your voice, or
focusing on different places in
the room, notice the different
effects. Also consider the
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differences in speaking to a
screen, to a print ortoan actual
person, try each one out for
yourself andnot the variations.

The volume and tone ofyour
voice are important, yourvoice
must carry and must sound
knowledgeable, in order to
make it sound knowledgeable
you do need to make use of
pauses - not "urns" and "ahs"
- but pauses for effect . The
listener needs pauses to be
able to take in and digest what
you are saying - this you have
to sense. You as the speaker
also needs moments of rest so
that you can receive back from
your audience, and become
sensitive and attuned to them.
Although we do not allow
comment from the members
during clubjudging, youcannot
judge and comment without
being aware of the feelings of
the audience. The pauses also
give youenergy, you have time
to reach down inside yourself,
take a deep breath and then
continue. Pausesalsohavethe
effect of drawing people to
listen, if they have to wait
sometimes for what you have
to say then they listen more
acutely -but use pauses with
discretion - nothing can be
more boring than waiting for
the judge to proceed.

As a judge you only have to
comment for a short while, but
even during that short while
you should aim to make
yourpoints clearly but not
dogmatically, know your
object iveandunfold thecontent
in logical stages so that it can
be easily understood .
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Humour isa bonus, providing
it comes out of your particular
attitude and observation - you
cannot force it and it should not
override the teachingwhich you
are aiming for.

One can learn how to relax,
how to breathe, how to speak
with clarity and knowledge and
how to sound as interesting as
possible - all the things which
enable you to projectwith ease
and so make you feel generally
confident. Yet, although this all
helps, it still does not answer
completely thespecific problem
ofgetting upand facingpeople,
or putting your own opinions
across in your own words.

In the end it is up to you- it is
your personality and thewords
you choose which get across
yourmessage. Ultimatelywhen
you are invited to judge it is
because ofyourknow ledgeand
ability-it is all to dowith trusting
yourself, committing yourself
wholly to what you are saying,
and believing in your righttobe
there.

HOMEWORK

Working with all the
photographs youhave selected
over the past few months, now
is the time to actually speak out
loud.

To start with do this at home
alone, just getting used to the
idea ofcommenting. Once you
feel comfortable commenting
try talking into a tape recorder,
play it back and listen to how
you sound and what you say.

Now try commenting in
different rooms, notice how the
room changes the way you
sound. Project your voice to
different places.

Market Place

Urgent Sale of Audio-Visual
Equipment
1. Fostex X-26 Multi Tracker
Cassette Recorderwith mixing
etc.

2. Arian Matetrac 2 plus key
board 2+1 Projector Control
System.

3. 2X lsco Optic 3.5 70-125
zoom projector lenses - multi
coated

4. 2X Elmo Omni Graphic 252
projectors with remote (Kodak
Carousel type)

5.2x Elmo carry cases

6. Dual Stand

7. Mirrodex Projector Screen
2.3 x2.3 meters.

Asking R11 000.00
Leen van der Slik FPSSA

Tel (011)979-1873

082 490 0123

---ao--
ForSale
NIKON in excellent condition

1. 80-200/2.8 AF IF/ED with
tripod mount - R5900

2. 24-120/3.5-5.6 AFIIF 
R3200

3. 50-300/4.5 M ED- RA450O
Tripods

4. Schiansky Heavy duty with
C. Column - R1000

5. Miller Pro Tripod with Miller
Pro head - actually 2 tripods 
R2900

6. Velvia Bulk Film - R550

7. Tokina 150-500/5.6 M
Pentax fitting - R3500

Herklaas de Bruin
Tel (012)546-0152
Cell 082 850 2560
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Dear Wildlife Photographer,

Struik Publishers will be
bringing out a book next year,
"The Best of the AGFA
Wildlife Awards"
incorp oratinga choice from the
best Top 50 award-winners
going back 20 years, to the
inception of this very
auspicious photographic
competition in 1981.

If you, or anyone you know,
was featured in the AGFA
WILDLIFE AWARDS prior to
1992, please contact the
undersigned, or if you would
like your slide to be considered
for inclusion in thebook, please
send a duplicate to the AGFA
MARKETINGDEPARTMENT,
PO Box 143, Isando 1600,
addressed for my attention.
Once Struik have made their
selection, they will obviously
need the original slide for
publication.

No slideswill be usedwithout
the permission of the
photographer concerned. All
photographers whose work is
selected will be credited
prominently, andwill be asked
for a short paragraph,
elaborating onwhere the slide
was taken, and if possible, a
few details about the
circumstances surrounding it.
Plans for thebookare still being
finalised, but it is hoped to
include an index of featured
photographers in theback, with
contact details, which will
hopefully lead to some
increased publicity for the
photographers and theirwork.

Please assist us tomake this
book one of the wildlife
publishinghighlights in thenew
millenium.

Entry forms for the 1999
competition will be available
from the end ofApr il, and can
be obtained from the AGFA
Marketing Department, tel.
(011) 921-5428
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Letters to IMAGE
Barbara Gamer
AGFA Awards Co-ordinator

-oOo
DearGeoff,

There have been rumours
going around that Germiston
Camera Club has, or is about
to close down.

According to my records we
presently have 47 paid up
members in the club of which
36 are members of PSSA.

It is agreed that attendance
on clubmeetings has been low
fora numberof reasons. Sadly,
two members passed away,
three members havemoved to
the coast, four members have
emigrated and three members
have recently been in hospital.
The club has had changes to
thecommittee, the most notable
being that our top man is now
Neil Lane.

As with most clubs, the
present crime situation takes
its toll as people are reluctant
to venture out afterdark butwe
still have 21 members on our
club log.

Not badfora clubwhich does
not exist.

Brian Arnold APSSA
(011)452-2071

-oOo
Dear Geoff,

HOORAY FOR THE
PRESIDENT

Barrie is to be congratulated
on his "President's Viewpoint"
in the January 1999 Image
dealing with "Non
Competitive" photography.

His final paragraph says,
"The success of this division
depends on you - tell us what
you want and suggest howwe
should accomplish our goal."

He could have added, "... IN
AS FEW WORDS AND AS
MANY IMAGES AS

POSSIBLE."

John Grosse
-oOo

DearGeoff,

Apropos Reg's letter in the last
Image I can only agreewith all
he has said.

As hobbyists we really enjoy
our photography but not being
professionals, without some
sort of incentive we at times
loose the inclination to go out
and capture "that special
moment".

Theacquisitionofawards (or
lack of) at club or salon level
plus the viewing of others'
special efforts excite us to go
out and do better.

I think J.J.'s pictures are
absolutely wonderful and am
slowly beginning to put my
feelings across in my own
pictures. To quote Leon David
I had to 'learn to walk before I
could hope to run free'. In all
forms of art rules and
technicalities have to be
mastered first.

I also agreewith Jill about all
judges being subject ive. But
once they have teamed the
rules it is their perogative to
interpret them in their special
way. Most of them have
reached the stageof beingable
to fly without falling. If judges
are competent enough to be
invited, then I am prepared to
accept any criticism as long as
it is constructive. If we are not
awarded merits for those
pictures we think are great so
what? It sometimes works the
other way around too!

So come on salon
organisers, if those special
'drawerpictuers' don't get a fair
judging in Pictorial, give us a
creative section please
(unmanipulated of course).

Lilah Prozesky
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN AFRICA
PO BOX 370 EDENVALE 1610

MEMBERSHIP
Membership ofThe Photographic Society ofSouthern Africa is open to anyone interested in the art and
science of photography.
There are four classes ofmembership : Ordinary (Individual), Joint (Family, Husband & Wife, Father &
Scholar child), Student (Full-time students 18-25 years) and Ufe.
A Membership Application Form and Subscriptions information for the year ending 30 June 1999 will be
found earlier in this issue.

Board of Directo rs
President: MR BWILKINS Hon MPSSA FPSSA(Dux) Hon FRPS FPSA, PO Box 5060, Walmer 6065

Phone H(041)581-1738, W(041)581-1214, Fax(041)581-1217
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